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Problem

0. Assumptions

Tracking a ROI without a priori on the pixel distribution is ﬂexible but heavy.

Contribution
We have adapted the CMIM [3] algorithm to
select independent and representative kernels
from any labelled ROI.
This compresses the ROI according to the discriminative information (like foreground vs
background) and provides a tracking at a lower
cost.





 2/ ROI labels Y
e.g. foreground
←

& background

1/ ROI access
in the ﬁrst image of
→

the video sequence

2. Kernel Bandwidth Optimization
Kernels Kλ,D,xm make their bandwidth λ move to ﬁt the labels Y :
λ∗ = arg maxλ I(Xλ ; Y )

with Xλ = {P (x ∈ Object) ∀x ∈ ROI}λ,D,xm

1. Gaussian Kernel Generation
- M random pixels xm (um , vm ) in the ROI.
- D uniform spaces: R, G, B, U V R, U V G,
U V B, U V , RGB and U V RGB.
P (x ∈ Object) = Kλ,D (x, xm )
�
e−λ.dD (x,xm )
Kλ,D (x, xm ) =
1 − e−λ.dD (x,xm )

with:
Y (xm ) = 1
Y (xm ) = 0

λ = 10k

Xλ = f (λ)

3. Kernel Selection
CMIM [3] selects K kernels among N:
for n=1...N do
s[n] ← I(Y ; Xn )
for k=1...K do
ν[k] = arg maxn s[n]
for n=1...N do
s[n] ← min{s[n], I(Y ; Xn |Xν[k] )}
I(Y ; Xn ) = H(Y ) + H(Xn ) − H(Y, Xn )

First ﬁve kernels selected by CMIM

Kernel scores & labelling ``explanation´´

Results
CAVIAR sequence "WalkByShop1cor" - images 192–309
Ground Truth vs Algorithm Truth for different sampling strategies

Get the model and source code at:
http://jean-marc.berthomme.perso.sfr.fr

4. Tracking
- Monte Carlo Markov Chain [4] Particle Filter [1]
- Dissimilarity metric [2] between the ROI of reference and any ROI.
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